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This study aims to develop a valid and reliable measuring instrument that 

can measure the level of mathematical language used by students and 

their teachers during the teaching of fractions to fourth-grade primary 

school students. This study is a methodological validity and reliability 

study. In total, 999 students from fourteen different secondary schools 

were separated into two other sampling groups, where they participated in 

the sample of the survey for Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) and 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA). These stages are identified as the 

item pool stage, the testing validity of scope stage (expert opinion stage), 

the factor analysis stage (construct validity), and the reliability stage. 

Mathematical language scale in the teaching of fractions consists of the 

student approach, the use of fraction language and the use of symbols, 

and the written expressions of sub-dimensions. The exploratory factor 

analysis method (EFA) shows that the instrument can be built on three 

factors. It is also confirmed by the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). It 

can be accepted according to NFI indexes. As a result, the mathematical 

language scale is found to be valid and reliable in fraction teaching.  To 

this end, it can be stated that the MLSFT scale can be used in fraction 

teaching for elementary school students to reveal their abilities and the 

skills of teachers in terms of mathematical language used. 
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Introduction 

Language helps us to express our ideas and opinions and to communicate. Çalıkoğlu 

Bali (2002) stated that the language is composed of words and that the words represent labels 

of specific concepts and ideas. Additionally, he said that due to the fact that language is a 

social dimension, it is required to be strengthened in classroom communication. Ellerton and 

Clarkson (1996) indicated that social, cognitive, cultural, linguistic, and affective factors in 

mathematics courses affect the development of language. Mathematics should be taught in its 

language because every concept in mathematics has its importance. Çalıkoğlu Bali (2002) 
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stated that every new concept in mathematics represents a new word. Since every new word 

introduces a new idea, it is necessary to teach the mathematical terms used in mathematics 

classes correctly.   

Sinanoğlu (2000) indicates that teaching language with mathematical concepts can lead to 

more permanent and meaningful learning. It will provide learning by the brain that will be 

processed within the logic rules. Toptaş (2015) emphasized that it is important to teach 

mathematical language at the age of elementary school when the development of language 

has started. Orton and Frobisher (1996) noted that mathematical language should be used in 

the learning-teaching process. Moreover, they explained it by a case study. They indicated 

that we assume the words used in mathematics as the ideas in our minds. However, they 

expressed that it cannot always be accurate and it could be a sign we cannot communicate 

properly. Accordingly, Toptaş (2015) concluded that if a student is asked to explain the 

geometric shape of a square. The student answers as "square is a place in a city where people 

gathered", it is understood that the student linked the square term used in daily life with the 

square term used in mathematics and did not understand it correctly. Raiker (2002) asserted 

that the mathematical language progressed spirally. The exact meaning of the words has to be 

taught correctly to provide a solid basis for the development of mathematical thinking. The 

understanding of the mathematics of the students has an important role in the formation of 

mathematical language (Gawned, 1990). Therefore, classroom teachers should pay particular 

attention to the use of mathematical language in classroom discussions, especially in 

mathematics classes, and should allow students to express the mathematical problems in 

written and verbal forms.  The NCTM (2000) (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 

in the US) argues that students should have the ability to express problem-solving methods in 

written and verbal forms. One of the general objectives of mathematics education in the report 

of NCTM (1989) is that 'the student must learn to speak mathematically'. Students are 

expected to use the mathematical language in classroom dialogs. They will understand the 

language better if they participate in discussions on creating and solving a problem.  

It is known that fractions are among the subjects that even middle school students have 

difficulty understanding. In their studies, Sowder and Wearne (2006), Wearne and Kouba 

(2000) stated that students had poor understanding of fractions and often lacked information. 

The NMAP (2008) study found that students in particular experienced difficulties in fractional 

calculations, deity numbers, and percentage concepts. The foundations of these areas are also 

given at the elementary school level. For this area, the need arises to educate students in a 

way that is more quality and better understood by them. NCTM (2006) stated that the concept 

of basic fraction started in the 3rd grade of primary school and was especially understood at 

the 4th-grade level. When the fractions are not well understood at this age level, it is thought 

that students at advanced levels have difficulty understanding this subject. Fraction teaching 

is an essential subject for mathematics. When we looked at the studies, it was determined that 

the students failed and had difficulty with the fractions.  

In this respect, it is thought that working in this field will contribute to the field due to the 

limited work at the primary school level for the subject of fractions. 

A study by Otterburn and Nicholson (1976), conducted by teachers and students, found that 

students know mathematical terms. Teachers often find it difficult to explain and express 

mathematical terms they often use. It is shown that teachers do not use mathematical terms 

correctly and effectively. Each new mathematical concept should be presented in a good and 

correct manner, and the students can grasp the new ideas with different meanings. Orton and 
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Frobisher (1996) indicated that students have difficulty with verbal problems. The reason is 

associated with the importance given to the language of mathematics. When the studies on 

language use in mathematics teaching are analysed, it is seen that samples composed of 

undergraduate students (e.g., Çalıkoğlu Bali, 2002; Soylu and Aydın, 2006; Aydın and 

Yeşilyurt, 2007; Gökkurt, Soylu and Gökkurk, 2012; Doğan and Güner, 2012; Toptaş, 2015), 

secondary school students (e.g., Yüzerler and Doğan, 2012; Aydın and Özmen, 2012) and 

high school students (e.g., Kaya and Keşan, 2012; Ev Çimen, 2012; Güneş and Gökçek, 

2013). No study has been found in the field of primary schools. Teachers understand the 

significance of language as a tool for coaching mathematics. They can shape and guide 

conversations using language to help students further their development of mathematical 

concepts. Moseley (2005) states that the implications of the instructor’s interpretations of 

basic mathematical terminology combined with their use of everyday language may influence 

their ability to see opportunities for teaching mathematical concepts not only in the context of 

an explicit math lesson but throughout the broader early childhood curriculum. Further, in 

elementary school children, mathematical language is a strong predictor of numeracy skills 

even when accounting for a range of cognitive covariates and prior numeracy achievement 

(Toll and Van Luit, 2014). Moreover, knowledge of mathematics language has been surmised 

to be critical toward the success of early mathematics curricula (Chard et al., 2008; Clements 

and Sarama, 2011). Even the NCTM (2006) indicates the importance of high-quality 

mathematics language in teaching: "Children need introductions to the language and 

conventions of mathematics, at the same time maintaining a connection to their informal 

knowledge and language. They should hear the mathematical language being used in 

meaningful contexts. Young children need to learn words for comparing and for indicating 

position and direction at the same time they are developing an understanding of counting and 

number words” Yet, even with the growing body of evidence supporting the importance of 

mathematical language for numeracy development; it is rarely a focus in early numeracy 

research. For this purpose, the development of the fractional language scale in mathematics 

teaching was accepted to overcome the shortcomings in the literature. 

Methods 

The fundamental research type is used to develop a scale to determine the level of 

mathematical language use of students and mathematics teachers in mathematics classes with 

the "Mathematical Language Scale for Fractional Teaching (MLSFT)". Fundamental research 

aims to generate knowledge on a particular subject and theory (Singh, 2006; Kothari, 2004). 

In this regard, Büyüköztürk (2002) and Child (2006) stated that the number of variables 

observed should be five times the number of variables observed when calculating the sample 

size. Kline (2005) noted that the sample should be ten times the number of substances but 

emphasized that this number should not be less than two hundred. Andrew, Pedersen, and 

McEvoy (2011:204) stated that there should be 20 people for each item. Still, in cases where 

this number is not reached, the analysis will be correct by taking ten people if the 

participant/subject is more minor. Osborne and Costello (2004) according to Even if the 

sample of 1000 people or the 20:1 participant/item ratio is studied, unrealistically good factor 

analysis can be found. Since the calculations of the sample size of the language scale in the 

fraction teaching are composed of 28 items, it is considered that at least 560 students should 

be included. In other words, 20 students for each item number. Thirty-eight students left one 

page of the two-page scale blank, and those scales were excluded. Comrey and Lee (1992), 

100 weak in sample size, 200 medium, 300 good, 500 very good and described 1000 as 

excellent. In total, 999 students were included in the sample. Information on the subjects 

included in the sample group has shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1.Descriptive Statistics Related to the Working Group of Scale Development 
Analysis Schools Female Male Total 

EFA 

 

Public Schools 210 204 579 

Religious Vocational Schools 38 35  

Boarding Regional Primary Schools 47 45  

CFA 

 

Public Schools 134 135 420 

Religious Vocational Schools 30 30  

Boarding Regional Primary Schools 46 45  

Total  505 494 999 

In total, 999 students from fourteen different secondary schools were separated into two other 

sampling groups, where they participated in the sample of the study for Exploratory Factor 

Analysis (EFA), and Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA). The working group includes a 

total of 9 schools. These schools are public schools, religious vocational schools, and 

boarding regional primary schools. The number of scales applied in public schools is 683, 133 

in boarding regional primary schools, and 183 in the religious vocational secondary schools. 

While the number of female students is 505, the number of male students is 494. The number 

of students leaving the test blank was not included in the table. Twenty-one students from 

public schools, 12 students from the boarding regional primary schools, and 5 students from 

the religious vocational secondary schools were not included in the sample group because 

they left one page of the two-page scale blank. The data was obtained by the easy-to-access 

sampling method. Random class separation was made for CFA and EFA, and data was not 

collected for CFA from the class where data was collected for EFA when collecting data from 

schools. Shapiro-Wilks test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test checked whether the data showed 

normal distribution (df=999= .919). 

Data Analysis 

It is seen that scale development studies consist of four stages in the literature. 

According to Karasar (2009), these stages are identified as the item pool stage, the testing 

validity of scope stage (expert opinion stage), the factor analysis stage (construct validity), 

and the reliability stage. In the course of developing a language scale in fraction teaching, 

exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was performed to 

determine the scale's validity. While the exploratory factor analysis studies were carried out in 

the IBM-SPSS 20.0 package program, confirmatory factor analysis studies were carried out in 

the Amos 8.6 package program.  Moreover, item-test score correlations were calculated by 

internal consistency coefficient Cronbach Alpha for reliability. Data of the study were 

analyzed using IBM-SPSS 20.0 and Amos 8.6 package programs. To reveal the factor 

structure of the Language Scale in Fractional Teaching (Walkey and Welch, 2010), the 

maximum rotation (varimax) technique was selected from the orthogonal rotation methods, 

taking into account the clarity meaning the principal component analysis within factoring. 

The study of the items was made by the analysis method based on correlation. The Pearson 

correlation coefficient was used to calculate the total test correlations of the item. Murphy and 

Davidshofer (1998) and Walsh and Betz (1995) stated that exploratory factor analysis should 

determine the factor structure. Gable (1986) and Tabachnick and Fidell (2001) indicated that 

varimax rotation should be carried out while performing exploratory factor analysis.  

Büyüköztürk (2011) recommended that the minimum difference between the two high values 

should be 0.10 in exploratory factor analysis. He also stated that in case of entering more than 

one factor, the difference between the loadings should be 0.10. Yavuz (2005) indicated that if 

the difference between the two factors is less than 0.10, these items overlap. The researcher 

can determine items loaded under which factors by explanatory factor analysis (Coakes, 
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2005) and observe the data validation process of the model generated by confirmatory factor 

analysis (Noar, 2003). 

The models were tested by confirmatory factor analysis according to the results of the 

exploratory factor analysis. Then, the goodness of fit indexes related to the model was 

examined. Following the exploratory factor analysis, confirmatory factor analysis was 

performed to test the model.  Chi-square (χ2), χ2 / sd, RMSEA, RMR, GFI, IFI, NNFI, NFI, 

and AGFI goodness of fit indexes of the model were examined by testing with confirmatory 

factor analysis. Şimşek (2007) defined confirmatory factor analysis as a type of structural 

equation modeling (SEM). Structural equation modeling experienced a development process 

as Regression analysis, PATH analysis, Confirmatory factor analysis, and Structural equation 

modeling. Karl Joreskog, who fully developed the confirmatory factor analysis in 1960, wrote 

an article using the first confirmatory factor analysis in 1969 (Schumacker and Lomax 2004: 

498; Yılmaz and Çelik; 2009: 2). 

Results 

According to Karasar (2009), there are four stages in the development of scale studies, 

and they are identified as the item pool stage, the testing validity of scope stage (expert 

opinion stage), the factor analysis stage (structure validity), and the reliability stage. 

Item Pool Stage 

In the first stage of the development of the scale, the relevant literature was reviewed. 

To develop the mathematical language scale in fraction teaching, articles and theses written in 

this area were analyzed. All levels of language used in a mathematics course by teachers and 

students during mathematical operations were defined. Afterward, the most repeated 

sentences were noted. The most repeated sentences were transformed into question items, and 

an item pool was formed. Items were prepared as questions to be evaluated by an expert.  

Besides, experts were consulted to for them to decide whether the items fit and to indicate 

how it should be expressed if the item does not fit. A total of 35 item pools was determined. 

The Stage of Testing Validity of Scope (Expert Opinion Stage) 

Prepared expert forms were sent to 3 mathematics teachers, two classroom teachers, 

and two academicians, and their opinions on these items were consulted. These experts made 

suggestions to remove similar items and to correct vaguely understood sentences. Afterward, 

the scale was given its final shape. The first questionnaire of the scale consists of 35 items in 

total.  Seven lecturers who are experts in mathematics education were further consulted about 

their opinions on these items. After the opinions of the experts were analyzed, the items that 

were thought to be above the level of the students, similar items, and items that student had 

difficulty in expressing and understandings were removed. As a result, a test questionnaire 

consisting of 28 items was formed. Analyses were performed on this trial questionnaire. For 

example, the items “In mathematics teaching, our teacher uses mathematical terms correctly" 

are arranged as “Our teacher is constantly using mathematical terms (eg, point, circle, plus, 

minus) while teaching fractions.” after expert opinion. The item “The subject of fractions in 

daily life can be expressed mathematically.” is arranged as “Some of the terms are often used 

in everyday life, so students do not have any problems understanding this subject.” 

“I'm having trouble understanding the mathematical language about fractions” the 

substance was removed from the scale after expert opinion. 
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Factor Analysis Stage (Structure Validity) and Reliability 

The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) value was determined as 0,935 in the analyses made 

to determine the compliance of the data obtained from applying a 28-item trial questionnaire 

to the factor analysis. If the KMO value is above 0.90, it can be interpreted as the sample size 

is the best fit (Hutcheson and Sofroniou, 1999). Initially, exploratory factor analysis was 

performed after a confirmatory factor analysis was conducted during the factor analysis stage. 

Moreover, the retest reliability coefficient of the questionnaire was calculated for reliability.  

The details of the A-analyses made during the process (Exploratory Factor Analysis, 

Reliability Stage, Confirmatory Factor Analysis, PATH Diagram) are shown below. 

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) 

Following the application of the first questionnaire of the scale to 579 fifth-grade 

students, the data were transferred to the SPSS program. In this study, reversed-coded items 

were converted to new values before the analysis. Exploratory factor analysis and varimax 

rotation process were performed. To perform an exploratory factor analysis, the compliance 

of the data for factor analysis was examined by using the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test and 

Bartlett's sphericity test. It is found that these calculated scores are at a level of .878 for 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Coefficient (KMO) and .000 for Bartlett's sphericity test. Since these 

calculated values have been considered significant, the H0 hypothesis of the "universe 

correlation matrix is unit matrix" was rejected. It has been found that applying factor analysis 

to the sample size was proper. Tabachnick and Fidell (2001) reported that if Bartlett's 

sphericity test value is smaller than .05, the data set has a multivariate normal distribution and 

is suitable for factoring. After these values were calculated, exploratory factor analysis 

processes have been started. Tabachnick and Fidell (2001) stated that the factor loadings 

should be greater than .30 in factor analysis, and analysis should be conducted with items 

bigger than 1. As Büyüköztürk (2011) indicated, two items with loading values below .10 

were excluded from the scale. Factor loadings were rotated according to varimax rotation, and 

3 factors with an Eigenvalue greater than one and their variances were found. Cronbach's 

Alpha coefficient calculated the reliability of the entire scale and each factor.   

Following the exploratory factor analysis, findings of reliability, item-total test correlation, 

and factor analysis results are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. The Results of Reliability, Item Total Test Correlation and Factor Analysis of the 

Language Scale Trial in Fractional Teaching 
Component Matrix        

NO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

DM26 ,734  ,322     

DM15 ,715       

DM20 ,709      ,326 

DM09 ,694       

DM13 ,693      -,333 

DM14 ,678  ,302     

DM17 ,651       

DM28 ,646  ,313     

DM12 ,613  ,436     

DM10 ,604   ,512    

M016 -,602 ,539      

M004 -,546 ,525      

M007 -,530 ,507   ,342   

M008 ,514   -,300  ,314  

M019     ,444        ,329      -,335     
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M024 ,426 ,331   ,336  ,347 

M025 ,417 ,395  -,305    

M021 ,389 ,367 -,325     

DM23 ,438 -,563      

DM11 ,350 -,547   ,349   

DM06 ,370 -,517    ,302  

  Eigenvalue Variance Cronbach’s Alpha 

Factor no 

F1 7,671 27,396 

.878 

F2 3,286 11,736 

F3 2,249 8,032 

F4 1,662 5,937 

F5 1,451 5,184 

F6 1,150 4,108 

F7 1,033 3,689 

Following the analysis of Table 2, it is observed that the internal consistency coefficient of the 

test questionnaire is .878, and seven factors having larger than the Eigenvalue of 1 are 

formed. When the eigenvalue of the first factor is analysed (7,671), it is found that the first 

factor is two times bigger than the eigenvalue of the second factor (3,286). The first factor 

accounts for 27,396% of the variance, while the second factor accounts for 11,736% of the 

variance. It is seen that the 2,249 variance of the third-factor value is 8,032.  When factors 

having an eigenvalue larger than one are taken into account to calculate the number of factors, 

the scale seems to be having 7 factors. The fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh-factor loadings are 

close to each other. In other words, it was decided to use the rotation method for a clear view 

of factor loading distribution by analysing the latter one more time. Figure 1 shows the 

eigenvalues by ScreePlot analysis. 

 

Figure 1. Factor Eigenvalues of Scale Plot 

It is shown in Figure 1 that the eigenvalues of 7 factors are larger than 1. It is necessary to 

examine the distribution of factors after the number of factors is determined. Varimax, an 

orthogonal rotation method, is used to identify the factors having the strongest correlations of 

the items due to the easiness of interpretation and the frequency of use of the varimax (Yiğit 

and Kurnaz, 2010).  

To determine which type of rotation to be selected for use, the correlations between the 

factors were examined, and no relation between the factors was found. Therefore, it was 

decided to use the Varimax orthogonal rotation technique. Exploratory factor analysis studies 
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based on the Varimax rotation method revealed that the scale had a one-factor and three-

component structure. Factor values and total test correlations of items on factors loadings of 

the scale rotated by varimax rotation method, factor structure, and reliability coefficient are 

included in Table 3. 

Table 3. Table of Factor Loadings Rotated According to Varimax Rotation 

 

According to the results of Table 3, it was found that 11 items from the original 28 items were 

not suitable after varimax rotation, and therefore 11 items were excluded from the scale. The 

structure formed by the remaining items became a structure of 3 factors having an eigenvalue 

larger than 1. It has been observed that its variance was found to be 57.57%. Factor 1 

accounts for 32,212%, factor 2 accounts for 13,634 and factor 3 accounts for 11,724 of the 

total variance. The internal reliability coefficient of each factor was determined as .898, .896, 

and .900, and the reliability coefficient (Cronbach's Alpha) of the whole scale was found to be 

.898. Sipahi and Yurtkoru, Çinko (2010); Büyüköztürk (2011) emphasized that reliability of 

the scale should be determined by Cronbach Alpha value and have the value of .70 and above. 

Tezbaşaran (1997), Şeker and Gençdoğan (2006), Başol et al., (2008) indicated that it was 

enough for the reliability coefficient to be close to 1. For Alfa, Tekindal (2009) qualified 

under .60 as unacceptable, .60 - .65 as undesirable, .65 - .70 as acceptable, .70 - .80 as quite 

good, .80 - .90 as very good, and .90 and above as great.  

Reliability Stage 

The test-retest reliability coefficient was calculated within the framework of the 

reliability study of the language scale in fraction teaching. 60 5th grade secondary school 

students were included in the study to determine the test-retest consistency values of the scale. 

The scale was applied to the working group twice at a 15-day interval. The Pearson 

correlation coefficient value between the first and the last measurements was calculated. 
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Firstly, the Shapiro-Wilks and Kolmogorov-Smirnow tests were analyzed to determine the 

normality of the initial and final measurement distributions. According to the analysis results, 

the first measurements were calculated as .963 for the Shapiro-Wilks test and .901 for the 

Kolmogorov-Smirnow test. When the values were examined, it was found that the data were 

normally distributed. Additionally, the correlation between the initial measurement points and 

the final measurement points was positive at a medium level. (r = .494, p <.05). Accordingly, 

the test-retest reliability of the language scale of fraction teaching in the study was considered 

high. 

The remaining 16 items were distributed as 7 items to factor no. 1, 5 items to factor no. 2, and 

4 items to factor no. 3. It was found that the components generally showed a significant 

positive correlation with each other and, with the total score. These findings are accepted as 

indicators for the scale having a single-factor, three-component structure. At the end of the 

removal process, 16 items have remained. The distribution of the items according to the 

factors is given below in Table 4: 

Table 4. Items under factors / components 
Factor Theme Item 

1 

S
tu

d
en

t 
A

p
p

ro
ac

h
 

DM26 Using language meaning symbols related to fractions, topics, and fraction 

expressions does not help for a better understanding of the next topics. 

DM20 the expressions related to fractions such as division line, denominator, and 

numerator do not have to be written. 

DN14 When dealing with fractions, I can make operations or solve problems without 

knowing the meaning of the symbols of the denominator and the numerator.   

DM09 It is not required to use a fluent and descriptive language of expression in the 

subject of fractions, as in the case of ratio and proportions, and in other subjects in 

mathematics. 

DM15 I can understand the subject even if the teacher does not use the mathematical 

language of fractions. 

DM17 Written assignments do not help the teaching process of fractions. 

DM12 Students can use symbols related to fractions and decimal fractions while 

answering questions / in daily life without knowing their meaning them. 

2 

U
se

 o
f 

F
ra

ct
io

n
 

L
an

g
u

ag
e 

DM16 I can use a comma in decimal fractions to specify digit value names of the 

proper and decimal parts. 

DM04Some of the terms used infractions are often used in everyday life, so students 

do not have any problems understanding this subject. 

 DM07 The use of commas in decimal fractions must be expressed both verbally and 

in written form. 

DM23 My teacher does not give importance to express the meaning of the symbols of 

"fractions" that we do not know in written form. 

DM06 When ordering fractions, there is no need to study it verbally again since the 

symbols are clear enough. 

3 

T
h

e 
U

se
 o

f 
th

e 

S
y

m
b

o
l/

W
ri

tt
en

 

E
x

p
re

ss
io

n
 

M002 Our teacher constantly uses mathematical terms (eg, point, circle, plus, minus) 

while teaching fractions. 

M001 Our teacher is constantly using mathematical terms (eg point, circle, plus, 

minus) in mathematics teaching. 

M021 It should be allowed to express the problem in written form while solving a 

fraction problem. 

M005 My teacher explains the symbols for the bigger than and smaller than used 

infractions in written form. 

Following an analysis of the distribution of the items in the scale according to the 

components, it is observed that the first component is composed of 26th, 20th, 14th, 9th, 15th, 

17th, and 12th items. This component is called the student approach because the items in this 
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component consist of items including students' evaluations on fractions. The second 

component is composed of 16th, 4th, 7th, 23rd, and 6th items. This component is called the 

fractional language use component because students use expressions and language when 

performing fractional operations. The third component consists of 1st, 2nd, 5th, and 21st 

items. This component is referred to as symbol use-written expression because items contain 

symbols and written expressions used in mathematics and especially in fraction teaching.   

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) 

The most fundamental characteristic of structural equilibrium modeling is purely 

theory-based (Çapık, 2014: 197). While the analysis in the exploratory factor can be 

performed without a theoretical basis, the researcher is required to have a theory in the 

confirmatory analysis. Confirmatory factor analysis is a method of analysis used in the 

development of measurement models. Myers (2000) identified confirmatory factor analysis as 

the process of revealing hidden variables of a pre-established model. 

The normal values and acceptable values of the goodness of fit indexes used in confirmatory 

factor analysis are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. The Goodness of Fit Indexes and Its Normal Values Used in Confirmatory Factor 

Analysis 
Indexes Normal Values Acceptable Values 

χ2 ‘p’ Values p > 0.05 - 

χ2 /sd < 2,5 < 5 

GFI > 0.95 > 0.90 

AGFI > 0.95 > 0.90 

CFI > 0.95 > 0.90 

RMSEA > 0.05 < 0.08 

RMR > 0.05 < 0.08 

SRMR  > 0.05 < 0.08 

Here is Goodness-of-fit Index (GFI), Adjusted Goodness-of-fit Index (AGFI), Comperative 

Fit Index (CFI), Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) 

Root Mean Square Residuals (RMR) and Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR). 

The p-value is considered while conducting χ2 analysis in the study. If the calculated result is 

0.05, it is interpreted that the fittingness is significant when the value of p is below 0.05. If the 

χ2 / df ratio calculated according to the model is less than 2.5, it is the perfect fit. If it is less 

than 5, the fit is acceptable (Kline, 2005; Sumer, 2000). Marsh and Hocevar (1988) stated that 

if GFI and AGFI values are higher than 0.90 and RMSEA values are lower than 0.05, and it 

indicates the model-data fit.  If GFI is above 0.90, AGFI is above 0.90, and RMR and 

RMSEA values are less than 0.10, it is considered as the lower limit of acceptance for model 

data fittingness (Munro, 2005, Simsek, 2007, Schumacker and Lomax, 2010; Wang and 

Wang, 2012).  

According to Brown and Cudeck (1993), fit indexes are considered Goodness of Fit Index 

(GFI): as acceptable for above .85 and perfect for above, .90; Comparative Fit Index (CFI):  

as acceptable for above .95, and perfect above .97; Incremental Fit Index (IFI): .as acceptable 

above 90, and perfect above 95; Normed Fit Index (NFI): as acceptable above .90, and perfect 

above  .95;  Non-normed Fit Index (NNFI): as acceptable above .90 and perfect above .95; 

Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI): as acceptable above .85 and perfect above .90;  Root 

Mean Square Residuals (RMR): as acceptable between .050 -.080 and perfect between .000 -
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.050;  Parsimonious Fit Index (RFI): as acceptable above .90 and perfect above .95; Root 

Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA): as acceptable between .050 -.080 and 

perfect between.000 -0.50. 

Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was applied to determine the accuracy of the 3-factor 

model which was identified by exploratory factor analysis. Values of RMSEA, GFI, CFI, 

AGFI, NFI, and Chi-square fit tests were found by analyzing the model's compliance indexes. 

The results for these values are shown in Table 6: 

Table 6. Results of the Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) 
Above Perfect Above Acceptable Above Model Value 

RMSEA 0 < RMSEA <0.05 0.05< RMSEA <0.10 ,061 

NFI 0.95  NFI  1 0.90  NFI  0.95 ,907 

NNFI 0.97 NNFI  1 0.95  NNFI  0.97 ,947 

CFI 0.97  CFI  1 0.97  CFI  1 ,900 

GFI 0.95  GFI  1 0.90  GFI  0.95 ,930 

χ2/df 1 < χ2/df < 2 2 < χ2/df < 3 2,550 

SRMR 0.05  SRMR  1 0.00  SRMR  0.05 ,034 

P 0.05  p  1 0.05  p  0.05 ,034 

AGFI 0.95  AGFI  1 0.90  AGFI  0.95 ,930 

According to the results of the confirmatory factor analysis conducted for validity studies of 

the language scale of fraction teaching, the ratio of χ2 / df calculated according to the model 

from the fit indexes of the proposed model is considered as a perfect fit when the ratio is 

below 3. This ratio is χ2 / df 2,550 for this study. In other words, it presents a perfect fit. The 

evidence of the model having a perfect fit is the values for GFI being .930, AGFI being .904, 

CFI being .900, RMR p being 034, and RMSEA being .061. By calculating NFI as .907, it is 

understood that the model presents an acceptable good fit close to perfect. 

Moreover, they indicated that if the value of Chi-square, which is divided by degree of 

freedom, is smaller than 3, it is and must be statistically insignificant (p = .00). When the 

DFA findings are evaluated by taking this information as a reference, it can be considered 

acceptable according to NFI indexes, and it has been found that it perfectly conforms to GFI, 

AGFI, CFI, IFI, RMR, RMSEA, and χ2 / df indexes. It can be noted that the factor structure is 

close to being perfect and have a good fittingness, according to these findings. 

PATH Diagram 

Path diagram is schema obtained as a result of the analysis in the structural 

equilibrium model. This schema, t value, factor loadings, variances, and goodness of fit 

values can be seen. Values that are not present in this analysis can be seen in the Amos 

program.  

The path diagram for the proposed structural model is shown below. 
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Figure 2. Path Diagram 

The Path diagram for the proposed structural model is consistent with analyses made and 

proves that the items are loaded with correct factors. From this point of view, it can be said 

that analyses move in compliance with the model. 

Discussion 

Mathematics is known as one of the most difficult courses to accomplish. The fact that 

students do not well understand the nature of mathematics is one of the reasons for this 

situation (Yeşildere, 2015). One of the basic elements of learning concepts and information 

about mathematics and adopting mathematical thinking is the correct use of the language in 

the field. The use of language plays an important role in understanding the concepts 

introduced to students (Lansdell, 1999). The strong relation between numeracy and language 

is relatively more evident in primary school children's academic development. This relation 

seems to be well known to almost all elements of early symbolic numeracy and not precise to 

man or woman components of the symbolic machine, as Purpura and Ganley (2014) located 

that language abilities accounted for significant variance in predicting almost all early 

numeracy skills. MLSFT scale can be used in fraction teaching for elementary school students 

to reveal their abilities and the skills of teachers in terms of mathematical language used.  
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At the end of the study, it was determined that the MLSFT scale was sufficient both in terms 

of validity and reliability. The scale is divided into three sub-factors as "student approach", 

"use of fraction language", "symbol use-written expression". The internal reliability 

coefficient of each factor was determined as .898, .896, and .900, and the reliability 

coefficient (Cronbach's Alpha) of the entire scale was found to be .898.  

Conclusions 

The analysis of the collected data shows that this study has enough features in the 

method section to measure an acceptable structure in terms of model-data compatibility. 

Accordingly, the scale can be used to evaluate elementary school students and their teachers 

regarding the use of fractional language in fraction teaching. The main reason for developing 

a mathematical language scale in fraction teaching is that fractions are one of the most 

difficult and abstract subjects in mathematics for students to comprehend (Light and Snow, 

2012; Misquitta, 2011). Moreover, fractions and decimals are among the subjects that primary 

school students have difficulty in understanding (Sulak, Ardahan, Avcioglu, and Sulak, 

1999). From this point of view, this area should be paid attention to. It can also be argued that 

variance in applying the measurement instrument to different levels of education in the future 

(secondary school, high school, and university). Access to broader and larger samples will 

lead to an increase in the generalization of the results of this study. 

It is important to use mathematical language in mathematics teaching as it will contribute to 

students' learning. The development of early mathematical knowledge is critical to the 

development of later mathematics skills. Researchers have emphasized the importance of 

including a mathematical language component in general mathematics instruction (Chard et 

al., 2008; Clements and Sarama, 2011). It has been argued that improving mathematical 

language enhances children’s mathematical knowledge. Specifically, it is believed that 

understanding mathematical vocabulary allows children to understand the meaning of 

mathematical discussions with parents and teachers as well as within instructional learning 

activities (Purpura, Napoli, Wehrspann, and Gold, 2017).  

In his study conducted to reveal the misconceptions of the third-grade students about 

understanding the relationship between the fraction's model, symbol, and verbal expression 

(reading), Pesen (2007) found that students had many misconceptions about these three 

concepts. The misconceptions of the verbal expression of fractions indicate that students do 

not learn mathematics language well. Yavuz-Mumcu (2015) stated that students failed to 

perceive comma as a reagent in the decimal fractions and ignored using them. They placed it 

in the place of the division line and were unable to understand the digit value. Therefore, it is 

understood that students are faced with many mistakes because they cannot read and 

understand the fractional language of decimals sufficiently. MLSFT scale with primary school 

children was designed to improve both mathematical knowledge and mathematical language. 

Given the significant amount of specific variance accounted for in early numeracy with the 

aid of mathematical language, the language element of mathematics may be one of those 

complex aspects accounting for significant variance in later literacy skills. As such, in 

addition, research of how language-associated competencies influence mathematics 

improvement and the way mathematics capabilities may additionally affect language 

development are needed.  

All of the analysis results show that the measurement instrument's level of validity and 

reliability is sufficient, and it can explain the structure determined by three factors.  In 
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conclusion, it can be stated that the importance given to the use of language in fractional 

teaching in mathematics will increase, and more attention will be paid to education.  
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